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Seeded growth of adaptive tiles on DNA origami

Yan Liu,1 Jin Cheng,1,2 Yuqi Wang,1 Bin Ji,1,2 Linlin Tang,1 Kexuan Zou,1 Yujie Xie,3 Daxiang Cui,1

Yonggang Ke,4,* and Jie Song1,5,6,*
SUMMARY

Structural DNA nanotechnology has been applied to construct com-
plex static and dynamic DNA structures. Seeded growth, intended
to regulate the crucial nucleation step, has been used to control
the assembly of DNA tiles. However, most of the seeded growth
strategies were applied to fixed DNA tiles, whereas the seeded
growth on dynamic DNA tiles remains unreported. Here, we pro-
pose a seeded growth strategy in which dynamic tiles adaptively
change their shapes to match the architecture of a DNA origami
seed. Furthermore, whenmore adaptive DNA tiles assemble on a re-
configurable DNA origami domino array (DODA) seed, the confor-
mation of DODA seeds is reversibly affected by the spontaneous re-
configuration of adaptive tiles. The adaptive seeded growth
provides a mechanism for the construction of complex DNA nano-
machines and may offer a general and adaptable method for the
advancement of responsive materials, with active, autonomous,
and adaptive spatiotemporal control properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Structural DNA nanotechnology has undergone great advancements during the past

4 decades, since the conceptual foundation by Nadrian Seeman in the 1980s.1–3

Currently, powerful design strategies, such as DNA origami4 and DNA bricks,5–7

are applied to construct complex static and dynamic DNA structures,8 ranging

from one-dimensional (1D),9 2D,10 to 3D.11 Nonetheless, it has become increasingly

challenging to produce DNA structures of even more massive physical size and mo-

lecular weight by using a one-pot self-assembly of fully addressable nanostructures,

which faces issues of higher cost and lower yields.12 Therefore, various strategies,

including the hierarchical assembly of DNA supramolecular structures,10,13,14 DNA

crystal,15–18 and DNA seeded growth,19–21 have been developed for the fabrication

of DNA structures of increasingmolecular mass and physical size,22 providing potent

platforms for addressing even more tasks.12

Seeded growth is commonly found in the crystal growth of inorganic and organic

compounds,23,24 in which the seeds are served as stable nucleus and templates to

quickly produce large and well-defined crystals.25 In structural DNA nanotech-

nology, long DNA strands,21,26 DNA tiles,27,28 and DNA origamis15,29–31 are exten-

sively used as the seeds for controlling the assembly of DNA tiles. The presence of

seeds can significantly reduce the nucleation free-energy barrier20,26,28 and induce

the tiles to predetermine the assembly route. Specifically, the architectural features

such as rigidity, geometry, and complementarity could be individually tailored be-

tween DNA seeds and DNA tiles, allowing for easily implementing many tasks

such as DNA computing,25,32 nucleation mechanism28 or pathway exploring,19,29

and landmarks (seeds) connecting.33
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In this work, we introduce a unique seeded growth of the adaptive DNA tiles on DNA

origami seeds: The free tiles conformations are undetermined until they crystallize

onto the seed structures. The adaptive DNA tiles are designed through the assembly

of 4-arm junction units based on our previous work.34,35 Because of the mobile nicking

points at the boundary, the tiles are in an unstable state, possessing a red or blue config-

uration. After binding with the two conformational origami seeds (shown as red and

blue), the nicking points are removed, and the tiles are capable of changing themselves

to the corresponding conformations, thus assembling on the seeds. First, the assembly

of adaptive DNA tiles on a fixedDNAorigami seed is studied, showing that the adaptive

tiles can assemble on both ‘‘red’’ origami seed and ‘‘blue’’ origami seed. Second, we

compare seeded adaptive tile assembly and spontaneous nucleation and assembly

without seeds. In low tiles concentration, the tiles assemble following the designed

pathways. With more tile assembling on the fixed seed, the tiles lattice starts to trans-

form into the other conformation. Finally, the investigation of adaptive growth is carried

out by using reconfigurable DNA origami domino array (DODA) seeds, whose confor-

mation can be reversibly affected by tile adaptive assembly. The DODA seeds are

designed based on our previous studies,34,35 which can be reconfigured between two

stable configurations. Because the DODA seeds themselves can be transformed, an

interesting molecular ‘‘tug-of-war’’ is observed during the growth of adaptive tiles on

these seeds. The adaptive growth represents a new strategy for seeded DNA self-as-

sembly, and can also provide a new mechanism for the construction and regulation of

complex DNA nanomachines.

RESULTS

Assembly of adaptive DNA tiles on DNA origami seeds

To evaluate the reconfigurable ability, both the adaptive DNA tiles and the fixed DNA

tiles were used to assemble on the origami seeds (Figures 1 and S1–S3). Similar to the

traditional nucleation and growth strategy,20,21,25 the fixed DNA tiles (marked as gray

tiles in Figure 1A) could successfully grow on the origami seeds under optimized incu-

bation temperature and further confirmed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) with

lengths up to approximately 200 nm (Figures S4–S8). Those tile structures were specially

designed to fix the pattern of reservedDNAorigami seed, and apparently failed to grow

on other different origami seeds (Figures S9 and S10). Compared with the above fixed

tiles, we used dynamic ‘‘4-arm’’ junction DNA tiles (here, two conformations shown as

red and blue tiles in Figure 1B) to explore their assembly on the origami seeds. The

detail design information was shown in Figure S11. For those adaptive DNA tiles, the

incubation temperature of the tile growth on origami seeds was optimized at approxi-

mately 60�C (Figures S12–S17). Next, the adaptive DNA tiles were used to assemble on

two kinds of DNA origami seeds (also marked as red and blue in Figure 1B). Through

AFM images, the adaptive DNA tiles could successfully grow on both of the two

different origami seeds (Figures 1B and S18–S22). The length of those assembly struc-

tures is approximately 150 nm on red origami seeds and approximately 300 nm on blue

origami seeds, as shown in the statistical diagram of Figure 1B, which should be due to

the different aspect ratio of the red and blue adaptive DNA tiles. In addition, the tiles

without the seeds may prefer to assemble into tube-like structures (Figures S23–S25).

The aforementioned results showed that the adaptive DNA tiles possess the capability

of reconfigurability and could adaptively change their shapes to match the architecture

of the DNA origami seeds.

Regulable growth of adaptive DNA tiles on origami seeds via controlling

nucleation rate

Next, we further investigated how spontaneous nucleation of tiles could affect the

assembly process (Figure 2). Because the nucleation rates or nucleation kinetics
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101040, September 21, 2022



Figure 1. Assembly of adaptive DNA tiles on DNA origami seeds

(A) Fixed DNA tiles assembly on DNA origami seeds. Scale bars: 100 nm.

(B) Adaptive DNA tiles assembly on 2 DNA origami seeds. AFM images and yield analysis were completed using 100 nM fixed or adaptive DNA tiles

assembly on DNA origami seeds. Scale bars: 100 nm.
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can be influenced by the monomer concentrations,28,36 we used a series of tiles con-

centrations to control the nucleation rates (Figure 2A). To better characterize the

nucleation process, the fixed seeds with a larger size (twice as large as the one in Fig-

ure 1) were selected, while the adaptive DNA tiles were the same as the one used in

Figure 1, prompting assembly on partial area of the fixed seeds (Figure S26). The

assembled fixed seeds were imaged by AFM (Figure S27) and then used to react

with different concentrations of adaptive DNA tiles. In low tiles concentrations

(<100 nM), the nucleation rate was slow, and adaptive DNA tiles assembled

following the red conformation pathway, which was dominated by the fixed seeds

(Figures 2A–2I). From the AFM images in Figures 2B, 2C, and S28, the adaptive

DNA tiles successfully grew on the fixed origami seeds, with their conformation

mainly remaining in red. The average length of the assembled structures was

approximately 125 nm, and the yield of the structures in red conformation was

>90%, as demonstrated in the statistical analysis of Figure 2C.

As demonstrated in the previous paper,37,38 different nucleation rates could affect

the morphology and size of the crystals. Therefore, we further explored whether

high nucleation rates of the adaptive tiles could regulate the growth process on fixed

origami seeds. By increasing the concentration of the adaptive DNA tile to 200 nM,

the nucleation rates slightly increased, and blue configuration structures occasion-

ally resulted in low productivity, which indicated a possibility for the regulable

growth on fixed seeds (Figures S29 and S30). Furthermore, with an adequate amount

of adaptive DNA tiles (>300 nM), the spontaneous nucleation rate was high, and
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101040, September 21, 2022 3



Figure 2. Regulable growth of adaptive DNA tiles on fixed origami seeds via controlling nucleation rate

(A) Adaptive DNA tiles assembly on fixed origami seeds.

(B and C) Low concentration of adaptive DNA tiles assembly on fixed seeds (B) and (C) their yield analysis. The growth was induced by seeds with the

adaptive DNA tiles assembly following the red conformation pathway. Scale bars: 100 nm.

(D and E) High concentration of adaptive DNA tiles assembly on fixed seeds (D) and (E) their yield analysis. Adaptively structural transformation to blue

configuration gradually occurred with the increase in adaptive DNA tiles. Note that on the left was the yield of blue structures and on the right was the

yield between 2 structures. During the transformation of the assembled structures, some of the units are reconfigured to the blue conformation, while

some units are still in the red conformation. Due to the geometry of the units, red conformation and blue conformation units are always bridged by

partially open intermediate units, and the continuous transformations propagated through a diagonal pathway. Scale bars: 100 nm.
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adaptive tiles nucleated and grew following both red and blue conformation path-

ways due to the coexistence of the seeded nucleation and spontaneous tiles nucle-

ation (Figure 2A-II). Other than the structures in red, the representative AFM images

of blue conformation structures also demonstrated the effective assembly of adap-

tive DNA tiles on fixed seeds and the realization of the regulable growth of adaptive

DNA tiles on fixed seeds (Figures 2D and 2E). Meanwhile, the statistical analysis of

the assembled structures was done according to the AFM images in Figures S31–

S33, demonstrating that the structures grew up to 500 nm in the blue conformation,

with an average length of approximately 300 nm (Figure 2E). Moreover, the yield be-

tween the red conformation and the blue conformation structures was also analyzed,

and the yield of blue conformation structures was nearly 40% (Figure 2E).

Seeded growth of adaptive DNA tiles on reconfigurable DNA origami seeds

with tug-of-war behavior

Compared to the fixed seeds, a reconfigurable DODA seed that could be reconfig-

ured between two stable configurations was introduced to evaluate whether the

seeded growth process could regulate the configurational changes in DODA seeds

(Figure 3A, dashed box). To realize the robust assembly, the DODA seed was de-

signed in equal proportion to the adaptive tiles. Similar to the growth on fixed seeds,

the growth process was regulated by different concentrations of adaptive tiles

assembling on the DODA seeds (Figure 3). In low tiles concentrations (200 nM),
4 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101040, September 21, 2022



Figure 3. Seeded growth of adaptive DNA tiles on reconfigurable DNA origami seeds with tug-of-war behavior

(A) The difference in seeded growth between fixed and adaptive DNA tiles on fixed and reconfigurable seeds.

(B) Gibbs free energy versus the time during the adaptive DNA tiles assembling on reconfigurable DODA seeds.

(C) Process of adaptive nucleation and growth and the tug-of-war between adaptive tiles and reconfigurable DODA seeds. Note that the dashed box

shows that the DODA seeds possessed the reconfigurable ability from red to blue conformation by external stimulus. Scale bars: 100 nm.
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the adaptive DNA tiles effectively assembled on the DODA seeds mainly following

the red conformation pathway, which was controlled by the DODA seeds

(Figures S34 and S35). In addition, the length of the assembled structures was

approximately 200 nm, and the longest length was up to 450 nm (Figure S36).

The previous studies15,25,32 showed that the tile growth prefers to be in the direction of

DNA double helix axes, due to the lower free energy associated with such growth. Simi-

larly, the growth of adaptive DNA tiles may result in the change in relative energy differ-

ence between red and blue conformations during the growth, causing the growing tile

lattice to transform to the conformation that contains fewerDNAhelices (blue conforma-

tion). From the results in Figure 2, increasing the tiles concentration could regulate the

growth process, so we next investigated whether the high concentration of tiles could

induce structural transformations on the assembled structures.

By increasing the adaptive tiles amount (500 nM), not all of the assembled structures

were locked in red conformation, and the intermediate conformation (the structures

partially transformed to blue conformation) gradually arose (Figures S37–S39).

Furthermore, the blue configuration structure occasionally appeared in low yield

(Figures S37 and S38), which demonstrated the possibility of the controllably confor-

mational transformation on DODA seeds. With sufficient adaptive DNA tiles

(>700 nM), the assembled structures successfully transformed to blue conformation
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101040, September 21, 2022 5
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(Figures S40 and S41). From the dashed box in Figure 3C, the DODA seeds

composed of the correlative dynamic units. At first, the initial dynamic units were

in unlocked states. After the trigger by the transformed growing tile lattice, the units

could convert from the initial state (red configuration) to a different state (blue

configuration). Based on the cascade transduction of units, the whole structure of

DODA could transform from the red configuration to the blue configuration by

simultaneously changing the direction of the DNA helix. The average length of the

blue configuration structures was >600 nm, and the longest was >1.5 mm (Fig-

ure S42). In addition, quantitative yields of the red and blue structures were

analyzed. As shown in Figure S43, with more tiles assembling on the dynamic seeds,

the yield of the blue conformation gradually improved, indicating the effective trans-

formation of the red conformation structures. The Gibbs free energy versus the time

during the growth process was analyzed to further show this process. As illustrated in

Figures 3B and S44, the assembled structures, including the DODA seeds, trans-

formed to blue conformation in the continuous growth process, and exhibited an un-

derlying tug-of-war competition mechanism between the adaptive tiles and DODA

seeds, when the two conformations were in competition. Originally, the red confor-

mation was more favorable than the blue, and the conformation was stabilized in

red. By increasing the strength in blue, the structural conformation could transform

from red to blue, which can even lead to the conformational change of DODA seeds.

The transformations under the growth process and their representative AFM images

are shown in Figure 3C. Most of the continuous transformations started from a corner

of the assembled structures and propagated through a diagonal pathway, revealing

an efficient assembly of the adaptive DNA tiles on DODA seeds and a successful tug-

of-war process between adaptive DNA tiles and reconfigurable DODA seeds.

Application in the fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) system

We applied the FRET system to demonstrate the pathway of energy transfer by using

the dynamic switch from red to blue nanostructures. As a conceptual illustration, we

introduced the Cy3- and Cy5-modified DNAs to functionalize the adaptive tiles, and

the Cy3 and Cy5 were put on the adjacent units. As shown in Figure S45, in the red

conformation, the distance between the adjacent Cy3 and Cy5 is approximately

17.8 nm (52-bp lengthDNA), making low FRET efficiency.Withmore tiles, the assem-

bled structures transformed to the blue conformation, and the distance between the

adjacent Cy3 and Cy5 was approximately 5 nm, showing high FRET efficiency.

As first, we applied the FRET system to the seeded growth on the fixed origami seeds.

According to the AFM results and the transformation of the structures in Figure 2, we

introduced a series of tiles concentration to show the FRET variations (Figure 4A). To

show the effective assembly of the Cy3 and Cy5 on the adaptive tiles, we used agarose

gel analysis. As shown in the UV channel of Figure 4B, with more tiles’ assembly on the

seeds, the origami bands were gradually weakened (lanes 1–5, gray dashed box), and

effectively assembled structures may block the gel holes (lanes 1–5, red dashed box).

Compared with the Cy3 and Cy5 channels, there are strong Cy3/Cy5 signals in the

gel holes (lanes 4 and 5), and the Cy3 and Cy5 functionalized tiles (lane 7) were also suc-

cessfully imaged in the corresponding channels, both showing the effectively assembly

of the Cy3 and Cy5 on the seeds. Furthermore, we applied the fluorescence spectrom-

eter to analyze the FRET efficiency during the seeded growth process. As demonstrated

in Figure 4C,withmore tile assembling on the seeds, the FRETefficiency improved, indi-

cating the successful transformation of the assembled structures. In addition,we applied

the FRET system to the seeded growth of the dynamic origami seeds. Similar to the re-

sults in Figure 4, with more adaptive tiles’ growth on the dynamic origami seeds, the

FRET efficiency also improved (Figure S46).
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101040, September 21, 2022



Figure 4. FRET analysis of the adaptive tiles’ assembly on the fixed origami seeds

(A) The FRET efficiency improved with the structures transforming to the blue conformation (more tiles assembling on the fixed seeds).

(B) Agarose gel analysis of the adaptive tiles’ assembly on the fixed origami seeds. M: fixed DNA origami seeds (10 nM); fixed DNA origami seeds with

50 nM (lane 1), 100 nM (lane 2), 200 nM (lane 3), 300 nM (lane 4), and 500 nM (lane 5) tiles; adaptive tiles without (lane 6) and with (lane 7) Cy3 and Cy5. The

adaptive tiles were assembled by isothermal methods. Because the ethidium bromide can be excited at approximately 500 nm, the agarose gel was first

imaged by Cy3 and Cy5 channels, and then negatively stained by 0.0001% (v/v) ethidium bromide buffer.

(C) Fluorescence (FL) spectra of the assembled structures under different tiles concentrations (50–500 nM).
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DISCUSSION

In this work, we demonstrated a novel seeded growth strategy via the assembly of the

adaptive DNA tiles on DNA origami seeds. The assembly of the adaptive DNA tiles on

the origami seeds was dynamically controlled in a programmable way through the assis-

tance of DNA4-arm junction units, which could transformbetween two staple configura-

tions. Initially, the adaptability of the tiles was explored by adaptive DNA tiles or fixed

DNA tiles assembling on two origami seeds. Unlike the fixed DNA tiles only assembling

on one kind of seeds, the adaptive DNA tiles successfully assembled on the two kinds of

origami seeds,demonstrating the adaptiveassemblyability of adaptiveDNA tiles.More-

over, the adaptive DNA tiles realized adaptive assembly on fixed origami seeds, but did

not trigger the regulation of fixed origami seeds. In contrast, the adaptive DNA tiles

assembling on reconfigurable DODA seeds further realized the whole DODA seeds

changing to blue conformation, and tug-of-war between the adaptive DNA tiles and

DODA seeds after adequate tiles on the seeds.

Compared to the previous strategies that focused on the fixed DNA struc-

tures,15,25,26,29,32 the dynamic DNA structures spotlighted in this study demon-

strated a distinct reconfigurable performance.39–42 The exploit of adaptive seeded

growth manner and tug-of-war process benefits from the two dynamic properties
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101040, September 21, 2022 7
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of the reconfigurable DNA system. (1) The conformational transformation ability of

the reconfigurable DODA seeds and adaptive DNA tiles. The controllable, multi-

step, and cascade transformation allows the further long-range configurational

change of the structure; (2) the preferred parallel nucleation orientation along with

the helix orientation of the structures.15,25,32 It further enabled the transformation

of reconfigurable DNA structures without the help of DNA triggers. The utilization

of reconfigurable DNA origami43–46 in this research achieved coupling of active,

controllable, and dynamic DNA devices with adaptive properties.

We believe that our adaptive seeded growth strategy could lend insights into

responsive materials with sensing and reconfigurable properties,47–49 owing to

adaptive DNA tiles and reconfigurable DODA architectures.50–52 The structural

transformation could be realized by interconnected sensing and regulating compo-

nents (4-arm junction units), which bring the controllable and flexible manipulation

to the final materials. Moreover, such reconfigurable architectures could be further

functionalized by designated components, such as nanoparticles53,54 (e.g., AuNPs,

AgNPs), proteins,55,56 and other molecules57,58 to acquire responsive capability.

Meanwhile, the strategy proposed here provided fundamental support for the

new mechanism of constructing and regulating the complex DNA nanoma-

chines.59–61
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to the lead con-

tact, Jie Song (sjie@sjtu.edu.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

All data reported in this article are available in the supplemental information.
Materials

All of the other short DNA strands (staple DNA strands) were purchased from San-

gon Biotech (Shanghai, China). All of the DNA strands used in this study were shown

in Tables S1, S2–S10, S11, S12–S23, S24, S25, S26. Reagents for electrophoresis

analysis by agarose gels were ethidium bromide (Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. E1510),

103 loading buffer (Takara, cat. no. AH20611A).
Assembly of DNA origami seeds and DNA tiles

The design diagrams of the DNA origami seeds or DNA tiles were shown in Figures

S47-S52. And the detailed assembly methods and the purification methods can be

seen in the following or in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

For DNA origami: Staple DNA strands (100 nM each) and scaffold DNA strands with

the concentration ratio 10:1 were mixed in TE/Mg2+ buffer (40 mM Tris base, 1 mM

EDTA, and 12.5 mM magnesium acetate, pH 8.0). The mixtures were stepwise

cooled down (at 95�C for 5 min, 85�C–25�C using a linear cooling ramp at the rate

of 5 min/�C, and then 12�C forever). The samples were first confirmed by agarose,

and then further identified by AFM.
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For DNA tiles: BlueDNA strands (200 nMeach), gray DNA strands (200 nMeach), and

green DNA strands (200 nM each) with a concentration ratio of 1:1 were mixed in TE/

Mg2+ buffer. Themixtures were stepwise cooled down (at 95�C for 5min, 85�C–25�C
using a linear cooling ramp at the rate of 2 min/�C, and then 12�C forever).

Isothermal assembly of the origami seeds with DNA tiles

First, the seeds and the DNA tiles were formed by the one-pot annealing method, then

the sample was purified by filters, and qualified by NanoDrop. Second, the DNA tiles

and the origami seeds were added together with the concentration ratios of 10:1,

20:1, 30:1, 50:1, and 70:1. Third, the connector DNA strands (gray and green) that con-

nected the seeds and tiles and green strands (linking the repetitive tile monomer) were

added to themixture. Finally, themixture was incubated at 60�C for 20 h, and then 12�C
forever. After that, the samples were purified by filter at least 3–6 times.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.

2022.101040.
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